Rochester Software Associates
QDirect™

QDirect is an output management solution for organizations that need to manage multiple printers or input sources, job or color-split, or run mainframe network and publishing jobs. QDirect controls and automates workflows, routes jobs, and manages output across the entire enterprise, maximizing printer utilization and reducing costs.

Solution
QDirect™ is a print job manager that allows you to consolidate printing and maximize equipment utilization. It accepts jobs from any source, including the network, mainframes, hot folders, and other RSA applications such as WebCRD™ and M.I.S. Print™.

Value
• Centrally manage and route all print jobs, personalizing the interface to suit your needs and see when and where to manually or automatically release jobs to a wide range of destinations such as production printers, office printers, archival systems, and email, or submit into an external prepress and workflow application.
• Control and automate printing workflows across your entire enterprise, with support for numerous file formats including PostScript, PDF, PCL, LCDS, EBCDIC, ASCII, IPDS and VIPP™. From simple output management to complex workflows, you can take advantage of standard, powerful Input/Output Workflow Managers, or select additional modules or customizations to create the unique solution you need.

Benefits
• Automate and manage the print workflow from start to finish, increasing productivity and reducing errors
• Reduce costs by maximizing printer utilization
• Streamline workflows by managing print from multiple input sources and printers
• Improve flexibility and time to delivery by simplifying workflows
• Increase efficiency by expertly handling simple output management to complex multi-location, multi-vendor workflows
An Output Management solution
Learn more at www.rocsoft.com

Additional Benefits
- Leverages your investment in existing makeready software to send to additional production print platforms
- Supports custom scripting to address your most complex requirements
- Enables accountability through reporting
- Provides User Rights Management to restrict access and functions
- Applies value-added processing such as format changes or job ticketing for a targeted printer

When it receives a job, QDirect can analyze and extract key attributes that determine how, when, and where jobs should be printed or processed. Jobs are held in a spool where operators can manually schedule and route the jobs, or QDirect can do this automatically based on preset business rules. QDirect is able to automatically determine printer availability, balance the load, and direct each job to the appropriate queue.
Specifications

QDirect Configurations:

QDirect Print Server: Pre-configured package of server and software for entry level output management. QDirect add-on modules and customizations are not available with QDirect Print Server.

QDirect Output Manager: Provides the full capabilities of QDirect, its add-on modules and robust customization of workflows. Runs on an RSA-provided server or virtual image.

Hardware requirements:

- Runs on a highly scalable, reliable, RSA-provided server or virtual image
- Java client (unlimited licenses) runs on any PC desktop

Xerox products supported:

All PostScript Production Printers including these Xerox printers:

- Legacy DocuPrint and DocuTech printer family
- Nuvera, 41XX, and D95/110/125
- DocuColor family, iGen3, and iGen4
- Color 700/800/1000

QDirect is Optimized for Xerox FreeFlow

Applications supported:

- FreeFlow MakeReady
- FreeFlow Process Manager
- FreeFlow Print Server
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